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Writing Papers the Night Before Since 1920

Volume 83, Number 12

Veteran s Daij Speaker
General Sam Wilson

Longwood Celebrates
International Diversity

Zach Wilhide
Staff Writer

cations.
Wilson has been involved in
On Veteran's Day, retired General Intelligence since the 1940s as a
Sam Wilson spoke to a group of member of the Office of
Longwood students in Wygal Strategic Services (OSS)-the
auditorium as part of the Office World War II precursor to the
of Multicultural Affairs's week- Central Intelligence Agency.
He was also a member of the
long program of International
battalion operating in the China,
Awareness.
General Wilson schooled those India, and Burma theatre during
in the Wygal auditorium on WWII known as Merrill's
Veteran's Day 2003 in "American Marauders.
In regards to terrorism,
Foreign Policy in the Age of
General
Wilson cited three vital
Terrorism." General Wilson is
reasons
concerning
the involvecurrently president of HampdenSydney College and a member of ment of the United States in the
I.ongwood University's Board of War on Terror.
First, the United States has
Visitors.
I.onnie Calhoun, director of become a direct and primary tarMulticultural Affairs, stated the get of terrorist groups.
Second, modern terrorists pospurpose of the program was
sess
extensive technology allow"promoting a greater understanding
them
access to avenues of tering of global affairs."
Wilson began his lecture with a ror previously forbidden.
Third, and finally, in part due
number of anecdotes intended
both to amuse and to inform the to terrorist technology, terrorism
audience of his significant qualifi- has become a trans-national

Bobbi Ttaibo
Staff Writer

threat
Wilson continued by announcing what he felt were contemporary areas of tension.
These threats ranged from the
obvious -Iraq- to the not so obvious - Japan's turbulent economy.
Intertwined with these threats,
Wilson included those of drugs
in I-atin America, AIDS in Africa,
Russian political and economic
chaos, F.urope's emerging introverted behavior, overpopulation
leading to world hunger, and the
increasing prevalence of nuclear
proliferation.
See VETERAN p. 4

Last week students at Longwood
University got a closer look at the
"bigger
picture."
Monday,
November 10,
kicked off
"International Awareness Week."
The goal of those sponsoring
this annual event was to "promote a greater understanding of
global affairs."
Through a series, of programs
scheduled during the week, students were given an opportunity
to gain a better understanding of
other cultures.
These events included a video
and discussion based on Islam
and American relations.
The video allowed for a look at
the west from the Muslim's point
of view and illustrated the "perception of America from different eyes," as Lonnie Calhoun,
director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, said.

Other parts of the world were
explored as well.
The Hispanic dance festival
gave an entertaining, yet insightful, look into the Latin world,
while the culture of the Caribbean
was represented through music
So why is it so important to
give students here at Longwood
the opportunity to explore other
lifestyles?
In a small town like Farmville,
Longwood students are at somewhat of a disadvantage when it
comes to diversity, and as Calhoun
points out, this week was an
attempt to remedy that.
"Once students leave the institution, they need to be part of the
real world. All concentrations,
business, education, are global
issues, not just concerns in our
country," Calhoun said, emphasizing
the
importance
of
International Awareness Week
and all that it stands for.

Wten Turkey Was Still Good
This article was originally published on November 20, 1979.
PEJ
Staff Writer
With the approaching of
Thanksgiving, a person begins
to think of home, roasted turkey
with all the trimmings, and a
break from studies.
For some of us, however.
Thanksgiving also means it is
time to finish up projects, the
term papers, or anything else the
teachers decide on at the "last
minute."
Also there are exams to si an
worrying over.
How many of us, though,
really buckle down jo study
when we know we art- at home,
from our class-to class,
homework, and paper-filled
schedules?
I'robabK not many.
Whatever happened to the

old fashioned Thanksgivings wc
had when we were kids?
You remember - grandmother's house, a big turkey, cranberry sauce, your favorite pie, and
all your aunts, uncles, and
cousins?
Sure you dol
Everyone was happy to sec
you, to find out how you were
doing in school, and to tell a
talcs of what Thanksgiving was
like when they were "your age."
Life was easier then, wasn't it?
Today, it seems, the only time
tin family really gets together
for the turkey and the talk is
between the football bowl
games or at halftime!
\\c all say we are thankful tor
our health, for our friends, and
for our family,
Bur do we really mean what
we say or do we just say it once
or twice i year (Thanksgiving

and Christmas) to please others?
In this rapid paced world we
live in today, it is hard to know
exacdy what we mean.
The simple joys of life are lost
- joys like those of Thanksgiving
because Mom doesn't want a
house full of people or she just
doesn't want to do all of the
cooking herself.
Thanksgiving - or any holiday
that brings the family together
for that matter - should not be
this way.
While it is true that college
life does somewhat alter past traditions of a homework free
break, try not to let that be the
only diing you do while you are
at home.
Take the time to enjoy yourself and your family. And instead
of having Thanksgiving once a
year, why noi give thanks every
day?
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Editor

rom
I
was
watching

tions in the $200 categories, but good."
once they got up to the more
What is obvious is that withJeopardy pricey questions the college elite out those cards, Alex wouldn't
with one of began to answer questions know half the answers on the
my room- incorrecdy, sometimes not at all. show.
mates last
If you've ever seen Jeopardy,
What I would really like to see
Saturday you'll know that if an incorrect is a contestant who doesn't
night.
answer is given, or none is given know an answer, buzz in, and
Yes, you heard me right. I at all, the host Alex Trebek will their response to Alex and the
chose not to go out on a read the correct response from judges would be,
Saturday, but instead I watched his secret stash of answer cards.
"What is.. .your mom?!"
Jeopardy with my roommate.
Call me crazy, but there are a
How do you think Alex
It was college night for the few times when Alex sits a litde would react to that? Maybe the
show, during which the produc- too tall on his high horse, and contestant would get kicked off
ers brought in three college stu- (in a somewhat condescending the show, or maybe lose all of
dents (Heather^ Grant, and tone) reveals the answer that the their money, but it would be
Amanda) from institutions I've contestants missed.
worth it for that one moment of
never heard of, and asked them
His tone just screams, "You're glory.
questions from categories like an idiot, I can't believe you didReally, if you think about it,
"IV" league, and Latin phrases. n't get that answer. You should there are people in our lives just
The contestants seemed to be just quit college because it's like Alex. The ones who pretend
doing O.K. for the easy ques- obviously not doing you any to know it all but really don't.
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We all know the kind, some of don't, they are just reading off
us have class with them, there their own answer cards (pun
might even be a few in our own intended).
families.
Just remember when encountering people of this nature that
OjidJ^U^^d^
you may only have a few of the
answers, but at least you're being
truthful.
Viz Richards
These others who pretend to
Editor-in-Chief
know everything, but really
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Many people always write to
you to show their displeasure
with Longwood. I am writing to
you to possibly show the student
body one of the greatest attributes about this place we call
"home" from August to May.
Student Health, by far, is one
of the best organizations here
on campus. Hopefully you will
have room for my letter. It is to
thank them, and also to tell you
why they are so wonderful.
I am a 20-year-old female living in a residence hall. I went to
class, I made good grades, and
had a wonderful boyfriend.
Things were quite normal for
me until about 7 weeks ago. I.et's
call my boyfriend "Tony." Tony
had cheated on me many times
during our relationship, and he
did not feel that I needed to be
privy to that information, until
much later.
One night we were doing
what most college couples do,
and I noticed that I had medium
sized bumps on my outer labia
that were not there the day
before. I immediately suspected
Human Papilloma Virus, or
"genital warts."
Of course, I had no idea
where I got them from, and
asked Tony. Three or four days

later 1 found out he cheated.
That's definitely a different
story.
I called Student Health. That
was the only thing I knew to do.
I told them that I thought that I
had genital warts, and that I definitely had been exposed. I had an
almost immediate appointment.
Now, I had been to Student
Health before, so I knew the
ropes about filling out paperwork
and other things of that nature.
This time felt different. I felt
like I had done something wrong.
Soon after I sat down, the
woman who I would soon compare to my best friend, Beth
Poore-Bowman, called my name.
She lead me back to the exam
room, and I told her what had
happened.
HPV I had it.
My world was crashing down
so fast there was no way that I
could pick up the pieces quick
enough. I cried, and Beth told me
that I'd be okay. I really wanted to
believe her, but I seriously had
my doubts.
I got a prescription for Aldara,
and went on my merry litde way.
Beth said if I ever needed her, to
call or come over.
It was comforting to know
that I could go talk to someone
who wouldn't judge. About three

or four weeks passed, and I
thought I was doing better. The
outbreak was almost gone, and I
was feeling quite educated about
HPV.
One day, I felt a sharp pain in
my vaginal area. I have my clitoral hood pierced, so I thought
the ring had scraped my skin.
That's why that sore was there
right?
I put some ointment on it, and
thought that it was over. A few
days later, I got another sore, and
another one. Okay, this isn't
right, I thought. On Tuesday, I
was back in Student Health.
My gynecologist said that the
Herpes culture came back negative, but I wasn't convinced.
"You've got Herpes," Beth said.
She was right. I couldn't
believe that I had Herpes AND
HPV.
This was too much. I lost my
boyfriend, and gained two
Sexually Transmitted Infections,
both of which have no cure.
I cried again, and Beth told me
that I would get over this.
She's right, which brings me to
the point of this letter. I DID lose
a person who I was very much

See EDITOR p. 15
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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props and drops
+ To all the COMM professors being at conference, and
cancelling all of their classes.

yow cJuwu» to- do- iomething- about tocietal e*i'<Xk, uutead'ofjutf whining-about them*. Soipeah up and- act up. Become-, Lfyow're- not mad>, youire/ not paying- attention,. E-mail
Actto/Ltt ideafrto- rotU4^da^longwood/.edui

+ To Thankgiving Dinner served at the Dining Hall, it
doesn't get any better than Baked Alaska.
+ To an excellent time at the Dos ftssos ceremony. Well
done!

Tke Bitck Is Back, And Ske's Not Bitckin'

+ To family, because they stick with us through everything.
+ To Shaivshank Redemption.

Longwood s tavorite cynic takes a step back to celebrate the holidays the nice way.
Amy Whipple
Asst. Eii/or
I complain a good deal about
Longwood, I know. The very
first thing 1 did this year was
complain. It's not that I really
hate Longwood as a whole, I just
hate a lot of the things that go
on here. The real problem is,
though, my total lack of respect
for authority in any arena, not
just this one. It'll get me far, I
know. So here's the deal. I'm feeling trite; I'm feeling like I'm in
elementary school. To celebrate
Thanksgiving and all it has to
offer, here is a list of fifty things
I appreciate about Longwood. I
could, you know, just draw a picture of my hand and turn it into
a turkey and have it placed on the
comics page, but I won't. It's
tempting. But, honesdy. Let's go:
1. First and foremost, my wonderful girlfriend. I love you,
Libby. fThe rest of you, commence puking.)
2. For the best roommate in the
world.
3. For the best hall in the world.
Nothing rocks like ARC basement and its fabulous RA.
4. For the fact that Longwood no
longer has a Dining Hall
Etiquette Board. I'd hate to see
what I got busted for there.
5. For President Cormier and the
way she really loves the students
of Longwood.
6. For the shrine to President
Cormier on my desk in The
Rotunda office. It's not that
creepy.
7. For the one and only Rotunda
and its wonderful staff.
8. For sitting in a circle in class, if
only to stare at one another.
9. For the great discussions that
also occur in the aforementioned
circle.
10. For Doc Brock. For
just...everything. I mean it.
11. For Dr. Challender. Can I

have your babies? Please?
12. For Dr. Lund and his crazy
stories, even if he locks us in a
box. If Dr. Challender says no,
can I have your babies?
13. For the way Dr. Taylor
never lets me make up stuff in
class. Well, maybe I'm not
thankful for that, but I sure am
thankful for Dr. Taylor and how
he is a clone of Grimey Grimes.
14. For Pam Tracy taking over
the Women's Studies department.
15. For babies!
16. For Joeybear because Steph
claims that he needs a number
all his own.
17. For finally meeting the real
Dr. Lund. I can see why you
picked her.
18.
For
reading
Great
Expectations in the original serial
form.
19. For deadline nights full of
music, craziness, and dinners
out.
20. For Marlboro Lights in a
box and the finally cheaper
prices at the Quick Mart now
that Par-Bils is gone.
21. For dancing in various
restaurants, no matter how
many evil stares we get for
being rowdy college students.
22. For UA getting over thirty
people every week. Where did
that come from? I hope it stays
this way.
23. For bonding experiences at
Babes in Richmond.
24. For WILL and all the
Women's Studies love.
25. For WMLU: all the DJs, all
the board members, Dark Lord,
and, of course, The Caffeine
Diary (Fridays from 1 -3 in case
you've forgotten).
26. For all my upstanding
friends and even the not so
upstanding ones.
27. For all the people who have
grown into the love of Dar (and
her having a baby come April!)
28. For the three degrees of

Amy on this crazy small campus.
If only the people in high school
could see me now.
29. For the days when the to-go
line in the Dining Hall has
mac'n'cheese and sandwiches
without that really creepy cheese.
30. For the fact that friends can
listen to "Endless Love" in the
dark.
31. For how someone out there
remembers me and has a folk
singer come out for Spring
Weekend.
32. For how "Your Mom" jokes
just never, ever get old.
33. For people who actually read
The Rotunda and not just to find
out what's wrong with it.
34. For all the great people, especially Ed, who work at Java City.
You keep me awake during my
classes.
35. For people who put up with
my grammar nazi side, and
remember not to use impact as a
verb, and that there's no such
word as towards. No s, people.
36. For the neat traditions that
Longwood has; it's got to be the
best thing about having a school
that was once all female.
37. For Dr. Walls for keeping my
head above water.
38. For the fact that Chi used to be
really scary, even though it's not
anymore. Let's bring that back, eh?
39. For having one of the biggest
Wal*Marts ever, and for all the
time we spend there.
40. For the Dos Passos prize, and
all the sucking up that can happen
there.
41. For having two Bs on Spanish
tests to combat the two most
recent Fs.
42. For people who took Spanish
in high school and can teach me
all the dirty words. Cause that's
really what it's all about, isn't it?
43. For those who understand my
inability to leave my clothes on. It
just gets hot.

See THANKS p. 6

Drops:
- To Wednesday's rain storm that was stronger than Isabel's
storm.
- To graduation slowly becoming a figment of the imagination.

___

Speak
Wkat's tke Lest part of Thanksgiving?

"Family coming to visit"
-Sara Barkdull, Freshman

"Going to the beach with a
friend"
-Leslie Smith, Junior

"Having homecooked meals.'
-Lindsay Tutwiler, Senior

"The parade that comes on

TV."
-Tim Damazyn, Senior

News
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Longwood Awards

VETERAN cont'd p.l

Richard Powers
American Novelist Receives
Annual Dos Passos Award.
Amy Whipplc
Assistant liditor
Tuesday night marked the twentythird rime Longwood presented
the Dos Passos Award. Author
Richard Powers received the prize,
which consisted of $2,000 and a
medalion (though it was not ready
for last night's ceremony).
Held in the Wygal auditorium.
Powers gave a reading from his
eighth and most recent novel. The
Time of Our Singing, which was
published in January of this year.
The piece he read was of a man
in his mid-twenties, struggling to
find himself in the seedy, underground bar scenes as a lounge
singer. The product of a mixed
marriage, the troubles of the
young man go deeper than trying
to be successful. They infiltrate
everything; from the music to
which he listens to his strained
relationships with women.
Another problem Jonah goes
through is his lack of knowledge
in popular music. It is here that
one can see the deep and witty
writing of Powers's book. At one
point, he talks about the bar
scene, in which the young man
thinks that "Being dark would
almost be an asset." (Other places
have quite the poetic style about
them. In describing his love interest: "the finish she longed for was
smokey and deep.".
Interestingly, as Powers read

about various trials with songs
on the piano, someone somewhere else in Wygal was practicing Melodic notes strained into
the room, leaving the audience
stricken in the mood.
Aside from his most recent
work, Powers has also written
seven other novels, all of which
are highly acclaimed.
"Powers's work is described as
'witty,' 'dazzling.' 'mind-boggling'
and 'fearless,'" said Dr. Martha
Cook, an English professor at
I-ongwood, who chaired the
committee and also gave the
introductor speech.
"His characterizations and fictional techniques challenge the
reader's concept of reality. As
one reviewer notes, 'his subject
remains fairly constant: the acceleration, and consequent dehumanization, of modern life."'
Before the ceremony and subsequent reception, where students, faculty, and other visitors
alike could speak with him and
purchase his books, Powers
spent the day visiting and lecturing to various English classes,
including those taught by Cook
and by Dr. Derrick Taylor, who
revelled in the oportunity to
mesh their daily lessons with the
instruction of such a well-known
writer.
The prize, which was founded
in 1980, is awarded especially to

November 20, 2003

American fiction writers whose
work emulates the focal characteristics of the great American
writer, John Dos Passos. Writers
delve into the great American
experience with all its trials and
tribulations in various points and
places of life
Funding for this year's Prize
came from the Longwood
Foundation, the offices of the
Provost and the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, and
the Department of English and
Modern Languages. The latter is
the department which organizes
and awards the prize.
In addition to Cook, other
members of the Dos Passos Prize
Committee included Dr. Rhonda
Brock-Servais (assistant professor
of English), and Dr. Jena Burges
(associate professor of English
and director of general education).
The prize jurors, which include
Cook, were Beverly Jarrett (director of the University of Missouri
Press) and Randall Kenan (last
year's recipient).
Powers ended his speech with
a quote from Dos Passos, finishing the ceremony with as much
strength as it started.ecdy.

EY OFFICE SUPPLY, INC

10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items)
Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon
121 North Main St.
Farmville, VA
OFFICE SUPPLIES - OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

The intelligence sphere,
which General Wilson has
extensive knowledge of, is
moving away from the "gargantuan Cold War methods" and toward the gathering of human intelligence.
In other words, the art of
interrogation is re-emerging
as a vital component of
information gathering.
Before his lecture concluded, Wilson caused a
noticeable outburst from
within the crowd as he castigated
contemporary
American society for being
myopically monolingual.
He proposed the United
States institute a program
similar to that of the
French, Belgians, and Swiss
wherein the majority of the
society is fluent in up to
three languages.
General Wilson fielded
five questions from the
audience ranging from the
media's impact upon the
conflict in Iraq to the
increasingly political effects
upon the intelligence industry.
Wilson responded, stating the media has had an
increased effect upon for-

eign policy and the intelligence community should
diligendy act towards a policy of cooperation.
To illustrate his point he
cited a situation where the
CLA asked the editors of
prominent newspapers to
delay the publication of a
story in deference to
national security concerns.
Wilson closed his lecture
with a charming anecdote
of fond remembrance for
those Americans who have
perished in armed conflict.
He reminisced about the
war memorial located at the
front entrance of Hampden
Sydney containing 158
names on 7 plaques commemorating those fallen in
the Revolutionary War, Civil
War, Spanish American
War, WWI, WWII, Korean
War and the Vietnam War.
He closed with a recitation of an elegy located on
plaque in Burma:
When you go home tell them
of us and say,
For their tomorrow we gave
our today.
The
audience,
upon
request by Wilson, repeated
this dirge and he reassured
the audience with the words
"good will prevail."

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations
1 -800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

Sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month awards are
an excellent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your campus.
Shannon Staley is October's RA Of The Month. She is an RA in Frazer and has
consistently shown herself to be a dedicated and giving staff member. Regarding
weekly responsibilities, she is always on top of things and is generally among the
first to complete any task or assignment. She is very available to her residents
and does not hesitate to deal with any hall issue, whatever the case may be. She is
also a strong contributor to staff morale, either by verbally communicating her
appreciation to others or by leaving notes of encouragement or thanks in the
boxes of her fellow staff members. Submitted by: Melissa Lucas, REC Frazer
hall.
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National College Tuition Rate Jumps 9.8 Percent From Last Year
the university. The rise was also
approved to fulfill the Kentucky
In a report released in October, Council
on
Postsecondary
the College Board, a nonprofit Education's requirement that
association that runs college pro- tuition revenue * account for
grams and services, found that approximately 37 percent of a
state school tuition rose an aver- university's institutional operating
age of 9.8 percent from last year. funds.
The rise in tuition is startling
In April 2003', the Board of
given that the current rate of Trustees met again to propose a
inflation, as measured by the con- fault 2.6 percent tuition increase
sumer price index, has consistent- for the 2003 - 2004 academic
ly been just over 2 percent
year on top of the already schedNo exception to the national uled 6.4% increase. Proposed as a
average, University of Louisville's component of a three-pan plan
tuition for the 2003 - 2004 aca- to address a projected $6.4 mildemic year rose 9 percent from lion deficit due primarily to
$2,041 to $2,225 per semester for reduced state funding, the
full-time undergraduate residents. increase
was
unanimously
Originally, when the Board of approved.
Trustees met in 2001 to decide on
Some students, including sentuition for the next year, they ior English major Mickey Weber,
approved increases of 6.4 percent aren't terribly upset with the
for both the 2002 - 2003 and increase. "I'm not outraged at
2003 - 2004 academic years. At tuition increases because I can
that time, the tuition increase was still afford to pay tuition. It doesproposed after an internal tuition- n't seem unreasonable that the
setting workgroup comprised of price goes up over time because
faculty, staff and students exam- everything else does," he said.
ined rates of local and regional
Many other students still
schools, tuition rates of bench- object to the rising prices, even
mark schools and the needs of though the 9 percent increase was
U-WIRE

the smallest tuition hike of all the
state institutions in Kentucky and
University of Louisville's tuition
is still far below the national average of $10,636 a year for state
universities.
"I'm opposed to tuition
increases by default because I
have yet to see them go to things
that will directly benefit the students," said Steven Watson, a
Speed School junior. "They always
seem to go to things that will
make the university look better to
people who aren't even prospective students."
Wes Johnson, a senior political
science major, understands that
state budget cuts have left the university in a tight financial situation, but doesn't believe that
tuition increases are the right
answer. "Rather than raise tuition,
we should eliminate unnecessary
things in the budget," he said.
Some students are also questioning why the Board of
Trustees is now proposing a salary
increase for President Ramsey
when the university is facing
financial hard times.
In a separate but related report,

Mulligan's Sports Grill

the College Board also found that
financial aid has increased significantly to accommodate for the
frequent tuition hikes. Most of
this tuition, however, is in the
form of loans rather than grants,
which don't have to be repaid and
essentially decrease tuition costs.
Last year, approximately 60 percent of undergraduates throughout the nation received some
form of aid, according to the
College Board report.
Also similar to the national
trend, the number of students
receiving financial aid in the form
of loans has risen along with the
amount of financial aid available.
According to Financial Aid
Director Patricia Arauz, approximately 8,500 loans have been
processed for nearly $50 million
dollars from the beginning of the
semester through the end of
October. The number of loans
processed does not necessarily
indicate the number of students
receiving loans since students
often receive more than one loan.
For some states, including
Kentucky, tuition hikes are even
harming individuals not yet in

college as prepaid tuition programs
suspend
enrollment.
Prepaid tuition programs allow
families to purchase tuition credits
based on current rates in order for
the state to pool the money in
long-term investments with the
hope that earnings will match or
exceed tuition costs when the
child is ready to attend college.
Tuition is currently rising far
faster than investment earnings.
After the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority
took over Kentucky's Affordable
Prepaid Tuition Program this
year, the Kentucky General
Assembly imposed a moratorium
on new accounts until next June.
The assembly also asked
KHEAA to commission an actuarial study to assess the program's
financial health since many of the
other states offering prepaid
tuition plans were facing multimillion-dollar deficits.
On Oct. 27, KHEAA released
the results of that study, which
found that the program is financially stable for the short and long
term, although the moratorium is
still in place.

Please Ecckmark this Date.

Open 11:30 a.m. 7 days a week (315-8787)

Live Entertainment Fri. and Sat. nights

Fit November 21 The Janitors"
- Free delivery on and around campus
until 1 a.m. (353-8787)

Ycu are ccrdlallr Invited
to

the Festival ctUthts Celebration
December 3, 2003
7:00 p.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night
• Longwood Mug Specials Monday 11:30 a.m.- 2 a.m.
- $1.50 Fat Tuesday steak night from 5-7 p.m.
- Oldies and beach music every Wednesday with
Steve Leonard
- Free Taco night every Thursday 5- 7 p.m.
No cover charge for the ladies

j FRK COW SATVUMY MWT \
with this coupon

Student Union, Ballroom
Music and refreshments reflective
of each culture will be served.

Presentations by staff students, andcommunity persons
on each of the holidays, Christmas (Christian), Ramadan
& Eld dslamic) DiwaH (Hindu), Chanukah (Jewish), Kwanzaa
(African American) and The Three Kings (Latino)
Sponsored by The Office of MiMcuUurai Affats,
Mu/ticulhral Advisory Committee. ISti ISAC, and JSO
For information please phone
The Office of Multicultiiml Affairs, 3952395

News
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Same-Sex Marriage Approved for Massachusetts
U-Wkt
The Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court declared the state's
ban on same-sex marriage
unconstitutional in a four to three
ruling yesterday, and gave its legislature 180 days to remedy the
problem.
In Lawrence, students and
community members gave mixed
reaction to the ruling.
The stances reflect a national
poll on attitudes toward gay marriage showing that people 20 to
30 years old are evenly split on
the issue.
The Pew Research Center for
the People & the Press conducted the poll.
Patrick Ross, president of
Queers and Allies, said he was
ecstatic about the decision. He is
a member of the Kansan editorial board.
"I think it's a step in the right
direction," the Topeka sophomore said. "Slowly, everyone is
realizing that gay rights aren't
special rights, and we deserve
protection just like everybody

else."
Ross said domestic partnerships and civil unions were fine
but that the queer community
deserved the same right as
straight couples: legal marriage.
The ruling helps make Ross
feel optimistic about the possibility.
"I'm hoping it's a foreshadowing for things to come," Ross
said.
It's unlikely that Kansas will
follow Massachusetts' lead, since
Kansas legislators passed a law
in 1996 reiterating the state's
long-standing policy against
allowing gay marriage.
Other state courts have dealt
with the issue differently.
In 1999, Vermont passed a
law allowing civil unions for
homosexual couples.
State courts in Hawaii and
Alaska have both also said that
states could not deny marriage
rights to homosexuals, but the
rulings were counteracted by legislature-supported constitutional
amendments restricting marriage
rights to heterosexual couples,

according to the Associated
Press.
Ross said he was concerned
about backlash from the public
"I think a heterosexual society
is content with queer people as
long as we're happy with the
place they have allowed us in
society," Ross said. "I think
there's an idea that says "What
more do they want from us?'"
Ross said he thought the ruling was sparked by the Supreme
Court's decision to take down
anti-sodomy laws in a ruling earlier
this
year,
and
the
Massachusetts decision could
push a scramble by conservatives
to get the Federal Marriage
Protection Amendment passed.
The amendment, which opponents believe essentially will ban
same-sex marriage, is currendy
under debate.
Brian Donelson, director of
family life at St. Lawrence
Catholic Campus Center, 1631
Crescent Rd., opposes the
Massachusetts change and same
sex marriage.
Donelson, who does couple

counseling, uses the Vatican's
Canon Law of the Catholic
Church to define marriage.
That
definition
begins:
Marriage is the intimate, exclusive, indissoluble communion of
life and love entered by man and
woman at the design of the
Creator for the purpose for their
own good and the procreation
and education of children.
The nature of marriage makes
the proposition of same sex marriage impossible, Donelson said.
"We can love a lot of people,
but to marry them means something different," Donelson said.
"What makes marriage different
from any other relationship is
that is has a procreative potential."
Julia Katz, Leawood senior,
said pressure from religious
groups should not determine
whether gay marriage was illegal.
She said that marriage could
be secular, though methods such
as courthouse ceremonies.
"Two men or two women
should have just as much protection," Katz said.

THANKS cont'd p.l
44. For Betty, and for those
of you know what that is.
And for all the good times
we've had together.
45. For rainy days when
teachers cancel classes, if
only because it's raining.
46. For being an English
major, and for having Dr.
Cook as the best advisor
ever.
47. For having a schedule
that allows me to spend
Tuesday and Thursday mornings watching reruns of ER.
48. For how Leslie makes me
look like the least horny person on the face of this earth.
Leslie says, "Just on the face."
49. For pickles and Funyuns,
even if they're not together.
But the things that make my
breath smell probably should
be kept together.
50. For everyone who keeps
an LJ and keeps me entertained for hours on end.
There are only so many away
messages on AIM, but there
are endless things to read on
LJ-

Exceptional living within walking distance
to Long wood and Downtown Farmvitte
TOWNHOMES
• 4 Bedroom Townhomes
• 2 & 4 Bedroom Apartment!
• Pldly Furnished plui wwher ft dryer

New
Clubhouse
Fall 20041

* Pttio/pOTcfa
♦ Fvnville Area Bin pidcup
* Ethernet SflSMMHBI to Louigwuud fa etch bedroom
♦ Ciblc T.V. cxjrmecticm in eicb bedroom rod den

• New Pavilion with Picnic Tables,
Grill*, Horseshoes
• Volleyball & Basketball Courts, lighted

12 Month, 10 Monthft 6 Month Leases Available

We're right around the corner!

SSSSSSSSJSS
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Trans-oiberian Orchestra Rocks tke House
Greg Tsigaridas
Gmst Writer
"You got your rock band in my
orchestra!" said the gentleman
in the suit.
"No way, man...your orche
tra is in my rock band," rc|
epHW
the teen in a black t shirt and
jeans.
An exchange like this would
not have been surprising to hear
at last December's performance
of the Trans-Siberian Orchestra
at the Carpenter Center in
Richmond.
Trans-Siberian Orchestra was
formed in 1996 by members of
the hard rock outfit Savatage,
after one of their tracks,
"Christmas
Eve/Sarejavo
12/24" garnered praise and
popularity during the holiday
season.
Since then, TSO has released
two holiday-themed albums as
well as one based on classical
work by Beethoven—and their
fanbase grows larger every year.
The Carpenter Center performance was to be a presentation of TSO's first release,
Christmas Eve & Other Stories.
The album's storyline tells of
an angel who helps a young girl
return home to her family in
time for Christmas.
Throughout the show, the
mood was set perfecdy with
smoke effects and an astounding light show that included
"freakin laser beams."
Performers that evening

included an eight-piece orchestra, six members for the band,
and a narrator who kept the
story moving between'pieces.
Four singers and a small choir
would take turns on the microphone, giving each of the songs
a distinctive feel and emotional
presence.
Having been a fan of TSO
for years, my expectations of
seeing them live for the first
time were set high, and I wasn't
disappointed.
The
performance
that
evening was brilliant as their
arrangements highlighted the
strengths of both the orchestra
and the rock band.
Never
have
thundering
drums, crunching rhythm guitars, and searing solos blended
so well with violins and cellos
(Metalhca, Scorpions, and KISS
should should take notes when
composing
any
future
rock/orchestral collaborations).
The group worked the audience throughout the showswitching between more traditional pieces like "Silent
Nutcracker" (a blending of
"Silent Night" and music from
The Nutcracker) and hard-hitting ones like "Mad Russian's
Christmas."
After nearly three hours, even
the folks in suits were pumping
their fists and cheering out loud.
And in grand rock tradition,
guitarist Chris Caffery ran up
the aisle, into the lobby, up the
main staircase and onto the

mezzanine-all while never missing a note.
To top the evening off, the
performers came to the lobby
for an autograph session and
meet-and-greet after the show.
And though the line of fans
waiting for their chance to meet
the group stretched to over an
hour long, the members of
Trans-Siberian Orchestra were
gracious and pleasant to each of
us as we passed by their tables.
Siri Neuzil Rosen, a '96
Longwood graduate, works with
promotions for TSO and other
musical acts.
Commenting
on
the
Christmas-themed show, she
says, "The tour that TSO does is
MASSIVE. East coast and West
coast simultaneously. They start
working on this tour before the
rest of us can even make plans
for our summer vacations."
Indeed, the energy and effort
that TSO puts into their tour is
certainly apparent when you see
them perform live.
For more information about
the Trans-Siberian Orchestra,
including discography and tour
dates,
check
out
http://www.transsiberian.com/
Their East coast tour comes
again to the Carpenter Center in
Richmond on December 11,
2003.
If you're looking for something to rock you into the holiday spirit, this show is highly
recommended!

FREE MASSAGES!
EXAMS GOT YOU STRESSED OUT?
THEN WE HAVE SOMETHING TO HELP!

Students can come have a FREE 15 minute massage!

WHEN?
DECEMBER 8-12
Sign-up for IS minute appointments in the Dining Hall from
9:30am-l:00pm and then 2:00pm-6:00pm.
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"Labels are for Things, not People"
Mental Health Awareness Week.
April 12-16,2004
Interested in sharing your experience with a
mental illness?
Be a member of a panel of students
' that serve to inform and educate our
peers on mental health issues.
For more information, contact
Jenn Colvin
jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Movie Review: Matrix Revolutions
Marred witk Empty Moments
Morpheus (Lawrence Fishburne)
race to rescue Neo before the
machines destroy Zion, annihilatThe ending of the The Matrix: ing the human race.
Rtvolutions leaves you with more
Once liberated, Neo will return
unanswered questions than you to the Oracle (Mary Alice replacoriginally walked into the theater ing the late Gloria Foster) for furwith; a trademark of the ther counsel. Although the Oracle
Wachowski brothers that is quick- has a new face, she still lends her
ly proving tiresome.
characteristic
advice,
which
In their third (and hopefully preaches choice above all.
final) Matrix installment, the
Meanwhile, Zion's inhabitants
Wachowski brothers investigate a are working vigorously to fortify
wide array of metaphysical ques- the city for the ensuing attack,
tions, but fail to provide concrete while Neo is pondering what hjs
answers to most of them.
role in the war is, which will evenThe film opens just where its tually lead him to Machine City for
predecessor left off. However, the film's conclusion.
Neo (Keanu Reeves) is now
Whereas the first installment
trapped between the two worlds - provides an open-ended, yet satis- the Matrix and the real world.
Trinity (Carrie-Ann Moss) and See MATRIX p. 9
U-Wh
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LP Movie

Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball

Young Democrats

Bad Boys II
7:30 p.m.
ABC Rooms

vs. Slippery Rock
2:30 p.m.

@Mount Olive, N.C.
4:30 or 6:30 p.m.

Stevens 103
6 p.m.

The Janitors
Mulligan's
9 p.m.

Men's Basketball
@Mount Olive, N.C.
8 p.m.

Gyre Meeting
Charlotte Room
6 p.m.

Woodburn Road
WMLU Meeting
Hiner 207
9 p.m.

V^Q

Women's Basketball
vs. Lenoir'Rhyne
7 p.m.

Men's Basketball
©Hickory, N.C.
7:30 p.m.

7nm
f L/.1I1.

@Elon, N.C.
7 p.m.

**/*

SGA Meeting
Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Lancer 208

Women's Basketball

Lighthouse Cafe
9:30 p.m.

v&f
25

Outdoor Club

Thanksgiving
Break Begins-

NO
SCHOOL!!!
1 »w

<vff
Happy Turkey
Day!!!!!!!!!!

«

Are you looking for an apartment
for the spring semester?
For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free
ethemet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except
phone and cable included in rent.
Call 392-2252 for more information.

Rnnmrrmfp WanfpH
905 High Street. $280/month
+ utilities. Call Dawn 434-5475510. Move in ASAP.
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CD Review: Things

MATRIX cont'd p. 7

that FalHrom the Sky
fairly light, especially for a folk
singer. The last two
Charley's favorite Sunday night singer, tracks are the most
Vyktoria Pratt Keating, is just amaz- impressive. "You
ing.
and Me" and "I
Not that I'm biased.
Am" very much
I've taken the liberty of reviewing capture more typiher fourth, and most recent, CD, enti- cal feelings without
tled Things that Fall from the Sk>, which being trite, the forwas released earlier this year.
mer being about
First of all, without even listening love, while the latto the CD, I respect Keating for hav- ter is about (obviing written all her own songs. It's such ously) the self.
a rarity today, especially amongst the
One verse from
cookie-cutter pop and rap that infil- each of these espetrates the Dining Hall.
cially capture me.
Keating is of the folk-rock genre, In "You and Me,"
which is more apparent in her live it's:
performances. This particular CD
"Here I am, waitress to the dead /
rings very closely to Tori Amos, They feed off my stomach / and their
though.
nice words feed my head / But I grow
I don't like Tori Amos.
weary and tired of this discovery /
I do, however, enjoy this CD.
That only reminds me of how blind
The songs take on a spacey atmos- love can be / But I want you to know,
phere (ha, ha). The music part is okay, how our love should go."
but her lyrics are what impress me the
From "I Am," this verse is the best
most
probably out of the whole CD:
The lyrics are thick and poetic, but
"Paint the lillies in your hair / And
Amy Whipplc
Asit. Editor

climb the winding spiral air / Tell
God and all of them up there / Hello
from me down here / I am almost
there."
It's easy to see how Keating has
opened for phenominal acts such as
Jethro Tull and Mary Chapin
Carpenter. It was actually during her
tour with Tull, her self-proclaimed
greatest achievement, that she found
inspiration for this latest CD.

fying finish, the third film just
leaves you frustrated. For the
alleged final film of the series, the
conclusion is quite unsatisfying
and leaves you musing over further developments.
Luckily, as the plot lines have
weakened, the special effects
have improved. The Wachowski
brothers dazzle the screen with a
20-minute battle sequence for the
control of Zion. Although a bit
drawn out, the seamless convergence of computer animation
with live action maintains your
visual attention.
Yet there is more to the
movies than just Computer
Graphic Images. Although religious allegories weren't as apparent in the second installment as
the first, even the most casual

observer would have no difficulty
in spotting them in this film. The
film is teeming with religious
metaphor and allusions, primarily
of Christian overtones. And as if
it wasn't blatant enough, this film
will leave no room for interpretation. Neo symbolizes Jesus Christ.
Despite all the hype, The
Matrix: VJVOIMHOIU failed to cap off
the trilogy. The first introduced
you to a brilliant concept; the second flipped you around, changed
your thinking, and left you wanting more; and the third couldn't
produce.
The Wachowski brothers ran
out of ideas, resulting in simplistic
answers - or in some case, negation -- to complicated plot scenarios. Perhaps, in retrospect, a few
more months spent writing the
third installment wouldn't have
been a bad idea.

Attention Longwood Students
Underclassmen yearbook pictures will
be taken Tues, Wed and Thurs, Dec 2,
3, and 4th from noon to 7 p.m.
Yearbooks will cost $45.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Longwood Theatre
Presents
♦ ♦ ♦
On The

Verge

You & the job that'll help you
through college.

or The Geography of Yearning
by Eric Overmyer

♦ ♦ ♦
You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tultion
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join die team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

ttSA

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

THIS WEEKEND ONLY!
November 19-23 at 8 PM
Matinee November 23 at 3 PM
For tickets call Jarman Box Office at 395.2474
Or stop by Tuesday - Friday, 3:30 to 5:30 PM
Tickets on sale at the door one hour before the show.

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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i'o»gue to Cheek

by Sam Wise-Ridges

by Ellie Woodruff

Sagittarius (Nov. 22~Dec 21)
Get your Lands out ol the potato chips and put it somewhere else.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
Savvy? You should be!
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fek 18)
BBC is good, hut there are no real Mr. Darcys in the world,
so find someone you can deal with and fantasize laterPisces (Fek 19 Mar. 20)
Drinking is good, being a fish? Not so good.

Things I like to see #66: Dried fruit
sitting next to bottled water.

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Pepsi or Coke? The eternal debate. Just drink up!
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
What were you thinking? Uh huh, we thought so.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Twins, double the trouble, reality check yourself and chew some gum.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
It s not that serious, you still have three weeks till grades come out, bake some cookies and all will be good.
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
Roar! Don t be timid, state how you feel.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sejx22>
Consider the Lily~and like rose-and the tulip, now wake up and consider yourself.
,

libra (Sep. 23-Od 22)
Tnat Quaker Oats guy is stalking you.
Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21)
Snuff films are not cool, yd

Features
Letters From London
November 20, 2003

like people diffe re n ti a te
between the polThis has been a fairly ordinary itics and the peoweek so far. Things are starring pie.
to wind down.
As one British
I'm trying to get all my papers friend put it,
and homework done. It's diffi- "It's not that we
cult for me because the don't
like
University of Westminster does- Americans, it's
n't have exams until January, so I just that we just
have to finish all my work this don't
like
December while still attending America."
classes.
An interesting
I wish I didn't have work to episode
hapdo, then this whole experience pened earlier in
would be perfect.
the week. I was
President Bush is visiting sitting around the kitchen table
London this week on an official with a group of my neighbours.
state visit.
Somehow we ended up talkI was told this is the first offi- ing about our addictions.
cial visit by a US president. Someone mentioned their
Apparently an official state visit addiction to cigarettes, another
means that you are invited by to food.
the queen to stay at Buckingham
So I mentioned that I used to
Palace.
be addicted to coke, and went
This whole visit has dominat- on to say that I had tried unsuced the news here for the last cessfully twice to quit, but the
week or so.
third time was easy.
There are a lot of protests
Patrick, a boyfriend of a girl
planned throughout the week all on my hall, just kind of started
around the city.
at me and said,"I really wouldn't
People here passionately hate expect that from you", and kept
Bush. They think he is uncouth, saying how surprised he was.
unintelligent, and greedy. When
I was really confused, thinkI first came here I had the ing that being addicted to soft
impression that because of drinks wasn't that big of a deal.
Bush and his administration, the
Then Brigetta, his girlfriend,
English
would
dislike explained that I was talking
Americans.
about the soft drink and not the
This reallv isn't true. It seems drug. It seemed like most of the
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Paula visiting the Roman Baths

Paula Nusbaum
Staff Writer

people present thought I was
saying I used to be addicted to
cocaine.
Misunderstandings like that
happen all the time.
Even thought my classes are
ok, I am finding my teachers a
little difficult. I guess being at
Longwood, I'm used to teachers
being friendly and open.
While the teachers aren't necessarily unfriendly here, they
aren't exactly approachable
either.
The student-teacher relationship is much more like a business here, where, the student is
paying for an education, and the
teacher is providing it.
While that happens in the US
as well, it seems that at
Longwood there is more interaction, and it doesn't feel so much
like a business relationship.

Road

Uiil vtidhab ta ac)kncvw&<kie,
Vna

BASIC GOSPEL
CHOIR PRESENTS:

With Many Special Guests

cowiX&QUA, aeX tyaiuted ne)ria^i<yc

WINTER
Vria/C i& toze&cnJL al -ttve CUoMcA,
on3 encou/uuxe& tne cofvtiruu^tion
oi ouch oLcwvcw*ao3 i/tioe.
•Jveep tne Q)QAAAX G)ttoaa.,

CHI 200A

GOSPELFEST
November 22,2003 at
4 p.m. in Bedford
Auditorium. Come help
us lift the name of
Jesus higher...
Come and be blessed!!

Lighthouse Cafe
311 N. M.iin St Farmville MA

il COVER

Fri. Nov. 21 9:30 PM

m^oodburn
visJanuaDi.

Urt It snow.

»now...

•now! I
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A Histonj of Thanksgiving... Dinner That Is!
Stephanie Riggsby
Staff Advisor

If any of you students reading
this article have never been to
Thanksgiving dinner here at
Longwood then I really feel
sorry for you.
You are missing perhaps
one of the best, if not the very
best, dinners this school has to
offer.
Nothing beats the delicious
roast turkey, the yummy goodness of the whipped potatoes,
and the sweet and wonderful
reward of the Baked Alaska at
the end of the meal.
But what those of you may
not know is that this is the
48th consecutive year that
Thanksgiving Dinner has been
served at Longwood.
The dinner has actually been
served for 49. years, as long as
Lewis Walker, the premier
baker of the Dining Hall staff
has been making those fabulous Baked Alaskas from
scratch.

Yes, boys and girls, there is
a Santa Claus and the wonderful Baked Alaska you crave
this time every year is actually
homemade, not store bought.
According to Mike Lysaght,
director of Dining Services
for
Aramark
here
at
Longwood, every meal for
all the students prior to at
least 1985 was a sit down
meal.
Breakfast, lunch, and
dinner were served to
tables of eight to twelve
and the food was passed
around just like traditional
family meals.
In 1985, a buffet style
meal was added to the regular sit down dinner style
for those students unable
to attend regular dinner.
When the New Dining
Hall was built, it became a
major task of Lysaght's to
translate the Thanksgiving
dining experience from the
old Blackwell dining hall to
the New Dining Hall.

He drew up a proposal that
incorporated
the Grand
Dining Room, a Buffet-Style
Menu, and Salons A and B for
the faculty and staff.
The Grand Dining Room
and Salons A and B would
incorporate all the aspects of

the traditional sit down dinner,
right down to the tablecloths,
bowls, and dinnerware, so that
according to Tina Harris, "It's
just like you're at home away
from home."

Thanksgiving Dinner
presented by Aramark dining services
Including both buffet and sit down style dining opportunities!
Tke rnenu. will ineWfc:
turittg
KOM.

cranberry saute
wkif>f>fccl potatoes
green beans

com
yams
assorted breads

gravy
stuffed" sketts tor tke vegetarians

Baked Olaska
!

The Buffet-Style menu is
perfect for students who are in
class or just don't have time
for the sit down experience.
The menu is the same for
both the buffet and the sit
down dinner. Harris states
"our workers work very hard"
to bring you a dinner that you'll
remember
long
after you have left
Longwood.
Both
Lysaght
and Harris encourage all of those students who have
reserved tables for
the sit down dinner
to arrive on time
with your entire
party and have your
Student ID's ready.
As always, the
seating is limited and it is recommended that you arrive no
later than five minutes after
your reservation time and that
all of you attending cannot
change your attendance time.

Harris, who has been with
Longwood for nineteen years,
explains one of her favorite
aspects of this Longwood
Tradition.
She says she loves this dinner because "you're here with
your family at school."
Lysaght loves it "when students come down and have
dinner and take pictures."
He says, "It's great when the
cameras come out"
Don't miss out on the
opportunity to break out the
camera and come down to one
of the best traditions this
school has to offer.
There's going to be turkey,
ham, cranberry sauce, whipped
potatoes, green beans, corn,
yams, assorted breads, gravy,
stuffed shells for the vegetarians and, of course, Baked
Alaska.
By the way, did I mention
that the Baked Alaska is served
with strawberry sauce?
Mmmmmmm,
sooooo
goood!

Ambassador spotlight
By Emily Miller

Congratulations to the new Ambassadors!!!!!
Those who have joined us to Unite the Past, Live the
Present, and Guide the Future are:
Lauren Gilcz
ScottyHuiick
Courtney Crawford
Ashley Johnson
Jennifer Escobar
April Lockley
Christina Rabey
Hilary Palmer
Amanda Jones
Caroline CosteUo
Meredith Carr
Josh Elder
Christine Mann
Catherine Kelly
Kaitlin Aardahl
Anne Reilly
Nick Thruston
Ashley Bilbo

Congratulation^

Sports
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Longwood Women's Basketball

Watts, Ramey and Lernikan Earn
Post-Season Field Hockey Honors

Holds Off Lenoir-Rkune 63-59
Sports Information

The Longwood University
women's basketball team was
victorious in its home opener
this evening as they held off
Lenoir-Rhyne 63-59 in Lancer
Hall.
The Lancers improve to 2-1
with the win, while the Bears
drop to 1 -2.
Longwood led by as many as
six points in the first half, with
junior All-American Candidate
Marita
Meldere
(Rujiena,
Lativa/Lynchburg Christian)
hitting five of eight shots from
the floor. Lenoir-Rhyne went
on a 4-0 run to close the lead to
26-24 at the end of the half.
The Lancers came out strong
in the second half, building the
lead to 54-39.
However, an almost four
minute scoring drought allowed
the Bears to come with in four
points with less than three min-

53.2B CU. ft.
of cargo space

utes left when Lanka Williams
stole the ball and ran down the
court for an easy lay-up.
Senior
Ebony
Smith
(Palmyra,
Va./Fluvanna
County) connected on a pair of

free throws late in the game to
give Longwood a 59-52 advantage.
Lenoir-Rhyne. got to within
four with 17 seconds to go, but
the Lancers managed to pullout the victor)'.

Meldere tallied her third consecutive double-figure scoring
night and second double-double of the season with 19 points
and 12 rebounds. Senior Erica
Marcum (Charleston, W.Va/
George Washington) chipped
in 11 points, three steals and
two assists, while freshman
Ashleigh Hollman Centreville,
Va./ Westfield) came off the
points to add 10 points on 4-of8 shooting. Smith pulled down
a career-high 11 rebounds as
well.
For the game, the Lancers
shot 39.6 percent from the
floor, out rebound the Bears
40-35 and forced 27 turnovers.
Longwood will host the 12th
Annual C&L Lancer Classic
November 20-22 in Lancer
Hall.
The first game of the tournament features the Lancers and
Pittsburgh-Johnstown
on
Thursday at 7 p.m.

Available with 4-wheel
anti-lock brake system

Sports Information

Longwood University sophomore forward Alexis Ramey
(Westminster, Calif/Marina),
junior forward Lorrie Watts
(Fredericksburg,
Va./Stafford) and freshman
Katy
Lernihan
(Fredericksburg,
Va./Chancellor)
racked up postseason honors this
week from several
field hockey organizations.
Ramey and Watts
were named to the
2
0
0
3
STX/NFHCA
Division II All-American second team, while Lernihan
earned All-American Rookie
team honors from womensfieldhockey.com.
Ramey, who started 11 of
12 games, this season, was
second on the team with

Up to 130 lbs./ft. torque,
180 horsepower

seven goals and had an assist
for 15 points.
She fired 25 shots in 2003
for a .280 shots percentage.
Watts led Longwood in scoring with eight goals and
seven assists for 23 points.
She finished the year
ranked
fourth
nationally in
assists per
game (.580).
This
is
Watts second-straight
All-America
honor.
Lernihan
tallied three
goals and two assists, while
starting 18 of 19 games for
the Lancers.
Lernihan's 26 shots gave
her a shots percentage of
.115. The Lancers finished
the 2003 season with a record
of 8-11.

30 MPG City
35 MPG Highway*
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® TOYOTA

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the planet. Matrix is an entirely
new breed of vehicle-cutting edge styling, standard air conditioning, and up to 1B0 horsepower with
available B-speed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you want, including affordable.

® TOYOTA

Visit HrwiM.buyatoyota.com for details.

•Based on B% estimates for 2003 5-speed manual.
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Men's Basketball Overall Record: 1-0
Sports Information

Charles Stephens/Danville (GWDanville) hit a three-point field
goal at the buzzer to lift
Longwood
University
past
Winston-Salem State University
71-70 November 15 in North
Carolina.
The exciting season-opening
win by the Lancers (1-0) gave
first-year head coach Mike Gillian
a victory in his first game at the
institution.
Longwood will play again this
Friday, November 21, at Mount
Olive College during the firstround of the 38th Annual Pickle
Classic hosted by the Trojans in
North Carolina. Stephens, a 6-4
senior All-America candidate,
nailed his game-winning threepointer while fading away from
about 23-feet just right of the circle on an in-bounds play under
the I-ongwood basket with just
nine-tenths of a second remaining.
Winston-Salem State had
missed on a pair of free throw
attempts with 12.8-seconds left,
and the Lancers had missed on a
shot attempt in the lane with the
ball going out of bounds off the
Rams before the decisive inbounds play and game-winning
shot at the end.
"Charles made a great shot
against two defenders," said
Coach Gillian. "It was just an
incredible game and an incredible
finish. It was exciting and very

fulfilling to win that first game."
The game was close throughout with 11 lead-changes and
nine ties, including a 31-31 deadlock at the intermission.
Stephens scored seven points
in the opening half, but it was a
pair of freshmen who kept
I-ongwood in the game early as
6-4 Maurice Sumter/ Alexandria
(EC Williams) and 6-3 Michael
Jefferson/Chesterfield
(Meadowbrook) totaled nine and
six points, respectively.
Sumter's points came on 3-3
shooting on three-pointers,
including the third trey that gave
the Lancers their largest lead of
the half at 19-12 (8:17).
In the second half, the two
teams went back and forth with
six of the lead-changes and six of
the ties over the final 20 minutes.
W-SSU took its largest lead at
57-52 with 6:57 remaining before
Longwood made its final run to
lead 67-66 at 2:55 on a layup
from
5-9
senior
Ryan
Earl/Tustin, Calif. fTustin).
Jefferson then tied the game at
68-68 with a free throw at 1:05,
but the Rams went ahead 70-68
with 30-seconds remaining on a
shot-clock-beating jumper from
the baseline, and the Lancers had
to overcome a last-second
turnover as well before the final
possession.
Jefferson led Longwood with
a game-high 22 points in his collegiate debut, adding six
rebounds.

Stephens finished with 19
points, nine rebounds, and two
blocks, while Sumter had 15
points on perfect 5-5 shooting
from beyond the arc in his debut.
The Lancers shot 58% (25-43)
from the field, including 65%
(15-23) in the second half, and a
torrid 82% (9-11) on three-point
field goals, while adding 60% (1220) at the free throw line. Audley
Wehner led Winston-Salem State
with 20 points. Jay Maynard
added 17 points, and Alleggrie
Guinn had 15 points.
The Rams shot 41% (29-70)
from the field, including 29% (514) on three pointers, and 54%
(7-13) at the line.
This weekend at the Pickle
Classic, Longwood will play a
Mount Olive team that it split two
games against last season - winning 81-76 in Farmville before
falling 66-63 in North Carolina.
Stephens averaged 29.5 points
against the Trojans a year ago,
while Mount Olive's 6-7 senior
forward, Marcus West, averaged
24.0 points against the Lancers in
the two games. Elizabeth City
State
University
and
the
University of Tampa are also participating in the tournament.
Tip-off Friday night is scheduled for 8 p.m., while Saturday's
game will be at either 4:30 p.m. or
6:30 p.m. "We are really looking
forward to heading down to
Mount Olive to compete in the
See MEN p. 15

A Checking Program That Students Can Grow With

Got Checking? Gtb^SBank
Trust
COMPANY

As a member of the "Getting Your Career
Started Checking Program" you will
receive a non interest bearing checking
account requiring only a minimum of $100
to open. With additional benefits of unlimited checks, a Free ATM card, $500 to
$1000 loan upon graduation, and no service
charge with a minimum of $25 average balance.
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NFL Update: Week 11
Pat Sullivan
Staff Writer

My how things have changed
since the start of the season
eleven weeks ago. Teams that
started off strong are now struggling for wins, and teams that had
trouble finding the end zone are
now tied atop their division.
Philadelphia's roller coaster
season started with people proclaiming them the team to beat in
the NFC, to being the butt of
every joke, and then right back to
where they started especially after
their impressive win against the
Giants.'
Then there are the BizzaroEagles, the Minnesota Vikings,
who other teams wished were on
their schedule.
This quickly changed as the
team won their first six, but all is
back to normal as a defeat by the
Raiders is the fourth the team has
dropped since then, yet still
remain first in their division.
Another team that had started
strong and seemed to hit a wall is
the Bills who, after combining for
nearly 70 points in the first two
outings, have not registered a
touchdown in three straight
games.
Steve Spurrier thought his Fun
'n' Gun was off and running
when his team started three and
one, but dropping five of their
last six, including this week's loss
to Carolina, has dropped them to
the bottom of the NFC East.
Their long-time rivals the
Cowboys, despite being shut out
against the Patriots, are still clinging to first place in their division.

Possibly one of the biggest surprises this year has been the other
flop the Buccaneers have been
dropping yet another game, this
time to the Packers.
Similarly, the Steelers looked
like easy favorites to win their
division where thrashed by the
49ers to drop them near the bottom of the NFL.
Another has been how bad the
Falcons have become without the
help of Michael Vick, losing a
divisional game against his cousin
Aaron Brooks and the Saints.
Of course there are still some
teams performing as predicted.
Detroit continues its losing ways
against Seattle and Chicago once
again blows it in the fourth quarter against the Rams. And of
course the fans in Arizona continue to hide their faces after the
Cardinals still look for a road win
after a defeat in Cleveland.
Player of the Week: Peter
Warrick caught six passes for 114
yards and a touchdown alongside
with a punt return for another
touchdown helped fulfill Chad
Johnson's guarantee of a Bengals
win against the previously unbeaten Chiefs. Add the Ravens' loss to
the 'Fins and now the Bengals are
in ::gasp:: first place?!
Tell Me When: ... all the dust
is setded and the season has
ended who will win the AFC
South; the Titans fresh off a win
against the Jaguars or the Colts
who just downed the Jets?
Whoever it is, with both teams at
eight and 2, they will have an
excellent chance for home-field
advantage in the playoffs.
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Blast From the Past: Lancers
Take Three Straight Victories
Roger Strong
Staff Writer
This article orignaUy appeared in the
December 5, 1978 issue of The
Rotunda.
The
Longwood Lancers
opened their season November
24 with an 81-72 victory over
Bluefield at the HampdenSydney Invitational. Randy
Johnson led the Lancers with 21
points. Johnson's sparkling performance off the bench keyed a
Lancer scoring spree midway
through the first half, which
gave the Lancers an 11-point
lead with seven minutes left in
the half. From there on in the
Lancers were never seriously
threatened.
Coach Ron Bash commented
after the game that he expected
the Lancers to run away from
the Rams, but he was nevertheless pleased with the victory.
In the final game of the
Hampden-Sydney tournament
the H-SC Tigers defeated the
Longwood Lancers by a score of
60-44. The first eight minutes of
the game proved disastrous for
LC as the Tigers rolled to an
early 12-0 lead. After leading 2315 at half-time, H-SC continued
to build the margin down the
stretch, hitting over half of their
second half points from the
free-throw line. H-SC was led by
Tommy Jackson with 23 points.
Longwood was led by all-tourney selection "Tee" Alston with
16 points.

Kenny Ford led a balanced
scoring attack with 17 points to
propel the Longwood Lancers
to a 76-58 victory over N.C.
Wesleyan Tuesday night in
Rocky Mountain, N.C.
Ford was followed by Kevin
Newton with 13, and Shack
Leonard with 10.

Alston led the Lancers on the
boards, hauling in 15 rebounds.
Longwood moved its record to
2-1 with its win.
Shack Leonard's 20 points
led Longwood to a 74-70 victory over King College last
Thursday night in Bristol,
Tennessee.
Leonard, hitting on eight of
11 field goal attempts, and four
of seven from the free throw
line, had his best offensive night
of the year by far. Three other
lancers were in double figures.
Kenny Ford continued to contribute his steady scoring punch
to the Longwood attack with 11
points. Randy Johnson also had
11, while Kevin Newton added
10. Tee Alston once again led

the Lancers in rebounds with
seven. With Thursday night's
win, Longwood upped its record
to 3-1.
"Easy Tee" Alston pumped in
18 points, and Shack Leonard
had 17 as the Longwood
Lancers crushed Christopher
Newport's Captains by a score
of 72-60 Saturday night.
The Lancers jumped out to a
31-20 halt time lead and were
never threatened in the second
half, building the lead to 19 at
one point.
Alston hit on seven of eight
field goal attempts and once
again led the Lancers rebounding attack with 11 retrieves.
Leonard continued his strong
offensive play, dishing out five
assists in addition to tallying 17
points.
Longwood placed nine players in the scoring column as balance continued to punctuate the
I-ancers' success. Kenny Ford
scored 13 points, hitting in double figures for the fourth time
this season.
Longwood improved their
record to 4-1 with their third
consecutive win.
The Lancers have shown constant improvement in every
game this year. Their record is
quite impressive at this point
considering that every game has
been on the road. French Gym
should undoubtedly be packed
for the I-ancers' home opener
on Thursday against Averett's
Cougars.

JUDICIAL BOARD

very good decisions regarding the
new paths that I have chosen.
much in love with, but it seems They've also helped me learn from
that I'm better off without him. I the bad ones.
Because I have been helped by
do have two STI's, but I can still
the wonderful people at Student
have a very full life.
I take two grams of Valtrex a Health, I would also like to take
day, three Aldara treatments a some responsibility to help somemmmmm
one else. I have
week, along
'■ ]
set up an email
with an acid
i t IiaVe account if anytreatment.
one would like
That is when
to email me
acid is placed
their questions
directly on
on
STI's, pregthe lesions,
nancy,
HIV, of
and they are
any
issues
that
burned off.
need discussing.
It's definitely
It's the least I
not pleasant
■"""""™"""~" ———
This doesn't have to bring mc can do to give back to the
down, if I don't let it If it wasn't Longwood community, when they
for Beth and Student Health help- took care of me first The address
ing me through this, I don't know is asktheherpster@aol.com.
Thank you so much, Student
where I would be. Most likely I'd
Health.
I know sometimes the
be failing out of school from
health
field
seems thankless, but
depression, and that's no way to
you truly are appreciated.
live.

Tkisd

to bring me
down, if I don't
let it

Student Health has educated
me, and helped me make some
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Pickle Classic next weekend,"
explained Gillian. "There is an
excellent field that has been put
together for the tournament and
the games will be a big challenge
for us. Our match-up with Mount
Olive on opening night should be
a good one, featuring two players
in Charles Stephens and Mount

-■A Greatfull u>ngwodStudent
Olive's Marcus West, that are both
deservedly receiving national
attention."
All Longwood University men's
basketball games are broadcast
locally in the Farmville area on
The All New Eagle 1490, WPAKAM as well as worldwide on the
Internet at longwoodlancers.com
via TEAMLINF. and TRZ Sports
Services.

Longwood Theatre

Auditions
An Itdian Straw Mat
By Eugene Labiche and Marc-Michel

Tuesday Dec 2nd 6:30 PM—Plan for a few hour..

At Jarman Auditorium Lobby
Necessary Preparation:

Is looking for new members. Applications can
be picked up from and returned to the Office of
Honor and Judicial Programs in Lancaster.

1) Read the Play—Scripts can be checked out from Cecelia Culler at the
Theatre/Comm. Dept. Office (first left at the back door of Jarman,
open till 5 PM)
2) Prtpare a comic monologue or presentation lasting
30 seconds to 1 minute
Be LARGE. LOUD and PHYSICAL!

Deadline December 1

HEARD

4 Bedroom /4 Bath
Apartment Suites
tcheii with
iern Appliances
own Was!
and Dryer
Private Balconies
High-Speed Intern*
Acces
Awesome Clubhouse
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And Much, More!

Simchase at Lomjv/ood Apartments

434.392.7440
www.suiicha.se loiigwood.com

